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Creative Journaling 2020-01-14 spark your creativity and keep yourself organized with the beautiful
pages and easy to follow instructions of creative journaling with 52 projects from simple tricks like
making your own washi tape to more ambitious projects like crafting a custom planner you ll soon have
the best looking to do list around author renee day will take you on an artistic adventure as you take on
each new task and become an expert on amazing diy ideas you ll learn to work with watercolors acrylic
paint brush pens and much more as you personalize your stuff making things uniquely you going
beyond basic tools this stunning book offers tips tricks and creative ways to transform your notebook
into a treasured life companion including ornamental lettering personalized habit trackers colorful
calendars decorative headers customized productivity lists inspiring artwork creative future logs unique
planning pages
Beyond Bullets 2017-11-28 easy inspiring suggestions for bullet journaling a unique organizational tool
to make your daily planning more productive and artistic fun colorful and creative suggestions for the
newest productivity phenomenon going beyond basic tools beyond bullets offers tips tricks and creative
ways to transform your notebook into a treasured life companion including ornamental lettering
personalized habit trackers colorful calendars decorative headers customized productivity lists inspiring
artwork creative future logs unique planning pages beyond bullets is the perfect guide to motivate
beginners to start a daily journal routine or for intermediate to advanced journalers to take their
practice to the next level
Writing Down the Days 2000 contains a different idea per day of the year for young authors to write
about
Writing Down the Days 2000-09-06 from jan 1 to dec 31 each assignment in this book features a
person fact or event that gives special meaning to the day topics include history psychology famous
people foreign customs and fine arts illustrations
Journal with Purpose Layout Ideas 101 2021-04-13 the ultimate guide to journaling packed with prompts
and ideas to spark creativity for many people who want to keep a journal the fear of the blank page can
be a very real stumbling block but is definitely something that can be resolved in this essential guide
journaling expert helen colebrook offers up all her knowledge tips and tricks to ensure you get truly
bitten by the journaling bug through 101 layout examples helen shows you how to approach the design
of a myriad of different journal pages from mood trackers to gratitude spreads monthly cover pages
daily weekly and monthly planners lists project planners and more she also covers ideas for junk
journaling adding watercolour to your journal and other ways to develop the artistic side of your
journaling this is a book that will be a constant companion that you can use for inspiration whenever
you need some new ideas for a fresh layout but it s not just about the aesthetics of your journal
alongside the layouts helen gives helpful prompts that will make you think about what you are
journaling as much as how these include thoughtful prompts and exercises to get you started on self
reflection and help you make writing a daily habit alongside creative prompts to get your creative juices
flowing there are no end of ways to get creative in your journal and it can become a hugely relaxing and
rewarding part of the process the beauty of journaling is that there is no right or wrong but sometimes
we all need a little help and inspiration to help us get the most of this fulfilling hobby this beautiful book
is the perfect companion to helen s debut book journal with purpose and alongside her youtube tutorials
and blog will ensure you have all the tools and ideas you need to make your journal a thing of beauty
and personal truth with 101 layout ideas and 500 journal prompts there s nothing stopping you from
journaling with purpose too
Positive Thinking Workbook 2016-08-30 positive thinking workbook 2 months of creative journal
ideas from amazon bestselling author veena n rutherford the mind is everything what you think you
become buddha no one can deny the power of positive thinking when it can be used as self help to
improve your life the positive thinking workbook contains two whole months of positive creative journal
prompts to ask yourself when you answer you will discover things about yourself that can really help
you to harness the power of the secret and positive thinking filling in this creative journal everyday can
help you to understand your goals and learn how you can achieve them you may find you already know
the answer as to how you can change your life in two months these creative journaling ideas have been
designed specifically for you to activate the parts of your brain that manage positive energy to harness
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the law of attraction inside the positive thinking workbook are creative journal entries for every day for
the course of 2 months you can fill one in each day at the beginning or end of the day or both and find
that your brain has been programmed to think positively and give out good energy order your copy of
the positive thinking workbook now and discover how you can use the power of positive thinking to your
advantage by creative journaling everyday
365 Creative Journal Writing Prompts 2015-10-17 discover how to write a journal with this 365
creative ideas you re about to discover how to journaling for personal growth and happiness with 365
prompts ideas inspirations and examples we all have times in our lives when we need a little inspiration
wisdom and humor to get us through difficult times or just a long day here is a sneak peak of topics
covered in this book relationships health family inspiration motivation home life career romance love
children money budgets being happy change much much more download your copy right now
Bullet Journaling 2019-04-22 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 7 44 x 9 69
and has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be
used for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Dot Journaling 2019-04-17 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 6 14 x 9 21 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Dot Journaling 2019-04-17 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 6 14 x 9 21 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Wreck This Journal 2020-11-21 the little book of lists creative journaling ideas a beautiful journal for
women s men s girls boys journal page of lists creative journaling ideas to customize your personal
productivity system this journal can be used everywhere so start writing wrecking and burning now and
buy now size 8 5x11 pages 100
Dot Journaling 2019-04-25 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 5 5 x 8 5 and has
100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used for
design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more purposes
many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some people
prefer to write on dot grid paper
Dot Grid Journal 2019-04-17 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 6 14 x 9 21 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Dot Journaling 2019-04-26 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 5 x 8 and has
100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used for
design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more purposes
many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some people
prefer to write on dot grid paper
Dot Grid Journal 2019-04-22 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 7 44 x 9 69 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Creative Fire, BLUE Journal III: Inspiration, Ideas, Prompts for Creative Journaling 2019-08-28
at the top of each page in this guided journal is a quote on creativity that you can use as a prompt or
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inspiration creative fire can be used as a guided journal for those who want a more creative life and
those who want creative solutions to create a better life creatives have an ideal way in which to process
our emotions create exciting new futures and change ourselves for the better it doesn t matter what
field you are in there is a definite link between self actualization and the creative process creative fire
journals make great gifts for that creative genius on your list creative fire journals are for those whose
brain is on fire with good ideas take this journal with you everywhere keep this journal near you so you
can jot down your ideas dreams and record your creative life take it on vacation on hikes or in the
shower with you write in it draw in it tear out pages set it on fire let this journal be the spark to your
flame creativity is like a wildfire that cannot be controlled or contained inspiration strikes at the oddest
times it is not easily confined to our schedules or restrained to comfortable norms or goals creativity is
not neat clean or timely it won t wait for you to find time to sit down at the computer that s where these
journals come in creative fire blue journal iii is the third in an on going series of creative fire guided
journals each with their own unique creative life prompts if you like this journal please look for the
others in the series there is no order to the series buy one or collect them all each journal is color coded
so you can put these on a shelf and distinguish your journals from each other more ways to feed your
creative fire aliyah marr is the author of books on creativity self actualization and conscious change look
for other books by the author on amazon and through all major book distributors a creative coach and
creative business consultant with over 20 years experience in new media marketing and self promotion
aliyah coaches highly creative individuals artists designers musicians performers ceos business owners
and entrepreneurs of all types a dynamic and engaging personality aliyah is available for speaking
teaching workshops online events retreats shows and podcasts no matter where you are in your
creative life a good coach can help you walk through it with ease and grace feel free to contact aliyah
through her website parallelmindzz com guided journals creative journals self actualization creative
genius literary diaries journals creativity writing prompts meditation prompts motivational self help
fiction writing reference art therapy relaxation gift for artist gift for designer gift for musician gift for ceo
gift for entrepreneur gift for solopreneur gift for mompreneur gift for small business planners self
esteem journal writing self help creativity genius guided meditations twelve step programs
My Brain Dump Journal and Notebook 2017-10-11 200 grid bullet style pages perfect for journaling
ideas thoughts daily tasks random doodles etc millionaire moments creative journals
Dot Grid Journal 2019-04-23 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 8 5 x 11 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Bullet Grid Journal 2019-04-18 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 5 5 x 8 5 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Bullet Grid Journal 2018-12-27 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 7 44 x 9 69 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
The Little Book of Currently Ideas 2020-11-12 the little book of currently ideas a beautiful journal for
women s men s girls boys journal page currently ideas creative journaling ideas to customize your
personal productivity system this journal can be used everywhere so start writing wrecking and burning
now and buy now size 8 5x11 pages 100
Dot Grid Notebook 2019-04-25 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 5 5 x 8 5
and has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be
used for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
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people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Bullet Grid Journal 2019-04-26 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 5 x 8 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Bullet Grid Journal 2019-04-25 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 5 5 x 8 5 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Dot Grid Journal 2019-04-17 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 6 14 x 9 21 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Bullet Grid Journal 2019-04-25 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 5 5 x 8 5 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Bullet Grid Journal 2018-12-25 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 7 x 10 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
DOT Paper Notebook 2019-04-17 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 6 14 x 9
21 and has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can
be used for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many
more purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on
some people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Wreck This Journal 2020-11-21 the little book of currently ideas a beautiful journal for women s men s
girls boys journal page currently ideas creative journaling ideas to customize your personal productivity
system this journal can be used everywhere so start writing wrecking and burning now and buy now size
8 5x11 pages 100
Dot Grid Journal 2019-04-17 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 6 14 x 9 21 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Dot Grid Paper 2019-04-22 grid paper is spaced 0 2 apart this paperback notebook is 7 44 x 9 69 and
has 100 pages 50 sheets composition notebook features dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design creating your own bullet style journals drawing pen and paper games and many more
purposes many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes tables and so on some
people prefer to write on dot grid paper
Creative Journal Writing 2009-02-05 winner of the covr award for book of the year 2007 from the 1
creativity publisher in the country comes our latest creativity bestseller creative journal writing the
ultimate book for those who are looking to use this powerful tool to heal expand and transform their
lives in this exceptionally positive and encouraging book stephanie dowrick frees the journal writer she
believes is in virtually everyone showing through stories and examples that a genuine sense of
possibility can be revived on every page creative journal writing goes way beyond just recording events
on paper it can be the companion that supports but doesn t judge a place of unparalleled discovery and
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a creative playground where the everyday rules no longer count proven benefits of journal writing
include reduced stress and anxiety increased self awareness sharpened mental skills genuine
psychological insight creative inspiration and motivation strengthened ability to cope during difficult
times and overall physical and emotional well being combining a rich choice of ideas with wonderful
stories quotes and her refreshingly intimate thoughts gained through a lifetime of writing dowrick s
insights and confidence make journal writing irresistible and your own life more enchanting included in
creative journal writing are u stories of how people have used journal writing to transform their lives
inspirational instructions guidelines and quotes key principles practical suggestions and helpful hints
125 starter topics designed to help even the most reluctant journal writer more than forty powerful
exercises and much more
Diary of an Awesome Kid 2017-06-07 you are awesome 100 page creative diary journal notebook for
kids you are the creator of your life story with this handy book you can be the writer illustrator and main
character too this is the perfect notebook for creative kids that love to write and doodle this is an
excellent paperback journal for keeping up with life s memories taking notes jotting down ideas or
writing creative stories the only limit is your imagination also features a do it yourself table of contents
for quick referencing 7x10 inches 26 light lines per page 100 pages on white paper perfect for journaling
list making doodling or anything else high quality matte cover for a professional finish do it yourself
table of contents for bookmarking highlights why should kids keep a journal or diary daily writing allows
you to explore your own thoughts ideas and topics in a safe way without the worry of what others think
journals are great for expressing thoughts and feelings about anything on your mind they are also great
for enhancing creativity young writers can build confidence with writing you can also have fun and
create your own stories and cartoons in your very own blank journal if you enjoying creative journaling
doodling drawing or creating characters or comics you can create your own diary of a wimpy kid style
book and show it off to your friends this is a super fun journal for kids no matter what you decide to do
with your journal notebook just remember to have fun enjoy the process create something amazing and
always remember you are awesome who is creative kid creative kid is dedicated to building and
enhancing creativity in children all over the world there is nothing more amazing than childlike wonder
we believe every child has an awesome story to create that s why we develop creative notebook
technology to enhance cultivate and build creativity in children all over the world we have a large ever
growing selection of journals notebooks blank comic books and more for artistic children the perfect gift
for any occasion parties birthdays holidays school events just because scroll up and click buy to grab
your copy today
Diary Of Diane 2019-10-15 110 page diary journal notebook personalized for everyone search by
ucard and your name you are the writer of your life s journey stories with this handy book you are the
writer editor illustrator director and main character too this is the perfect notebook for kids and adults
that love to write and doodle this is an excellent paperback matte finish journal for keeping up with life s
memories taking notes jotting down ideas or writing creative stories 6x9 inches 110 pages on white
paper perfect for journaling list making doodling or anything else high quality matte cover for a
professional finish why should one keep a journal or diary daily writing allows you to explore your own
thoughts ideas and topics in a safe way without the worry of what others think journals are great for
expressing thoughts and feelings about anything on your mind they are also great for enhancing
creativity young writers can build confidence with writing you can also have fun and create your own
stories and cartoons if you enjoying doodling and drawing you can create your own diary drawing book
and show it off to your friends no matter what you decide to do with your journal notebook just
remember to have fun enjoy the process create something amazing we have a large ever growing
selection of journals notebooks blank comic books and more for artistic individuals the perfect gift for
any occasion parties birthdays holidays school events scroll up and click buy to grab your copy today
Diary Of Dianna 2019-10-15 110 page diary journal notebook personalized for everyone search by
ucard and your name you are the writer of your life s journey stories with this handy book you are the
writer editor illustrator director and main character too this is the perfect notebook for kids and adults
that love to write and doodle this is an excellent paperback matte finish journal for keeping up with life s
memories taking notes jotting down ideas or writing creative stories 6x9 inches 110 pages on white
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paper perfect for journaling list making doodling or anything else high quality matte cover for a
professional finish why should one keep a journal or diary daily writing allows you to explore your own
thoughts ideas and topics in a safe way without the worry of what others think journals are great for
expressing thoughts and feelings about anything on your mind they are also great for enhancing
creativity young writers can build confidence with writing you can also have fun and create your own
stories and cartoons if you enjoying doodling and drawing you can create your own diary drawing book
and show it off to your friends no matter what you decide to do with your journal notebook just
remember to have fun enjoy the process create something amazing we have a large ever growing
selection of journals notebooks blank comic books and more for artistic individuals the perfect gift for
any occasion parties birthdays holidays school events scroll up and click buy to grab your copy today
Diary Of Erin 2019-10-14 110 page diary journal notebook personalized for everyone search by ucard
and your name you are the writer of your life s journey stories with this handy book you are the writer
editor illustrator director and main character too this is the perfect notebook for kids and adults that
love to write and doodle this is an excellent paperback matte finish journal for keeping up with life s
memories taking notes jotting down ideas or writing creative stories 6x9 inches 110 pages on white
paper perfect for journaling list making doodling or anything else high quality matte cover for a
professional finish why should one keep a journal or diary daily writing allows you to explore your own
thoughts ideas and topics in a safe way without the worry of what others think journals are great for
expressing thoughts and feelings about anything on your mind they are also great for enhancing
creativity young writers can build confidence with writing you can also have fun and create your own
stories and cartoons if you enjoying doodling and drawing you can create your own diary drawing book
and show it off to your friends no matter what you decide to do with your journal notebook just
remember to have fun enjoy the process create something amazing we have a large ever growing
selection of journals notebooks blank comic books and more for artistic individuals the perfect gift for
any occasion parties birthdays holidays school events scroll up and click buy to grab your copy today
Diary of an Awesome Kid 2017-06-07 you are awesome 100 page creative diary journal notebook for
kids you are the creator of your life story with this handy book you can be the writer illustrator and main
character too this is the perfect notebook for creative kids that love to write and doodle this is an
excellent paperback journal for keeping up with life s memories taking notes jotting down ideas or
writing creative stories the only limit is your imagination also features a do it yourself table of contents
for quick referencing 7x10 inches 26 light lines per page 100 pages on white paper perfect for journaling
list making doodling or anything else high quality matte cover for a professional finish do it yourself
table of contents for bookmarking highlights why should kids keep a journal or diary daily writing allows
you to explore your own thoughts ideas and topics in a safe way without the worry of what others think
journals are great for expressing thoughts and feelings about anything on your mind they are also great
for enhancing creativity young writers can build confidence with writing you can also have fun and
create your own stories and cartoons in your very own blank journal if you enjoying creative journaling
doodling drawing or creating characters or comics you can create your own diary of a wimpy kid style
book and show it off to your friends this is a super fun journal for kids no matter what you decide to do
with your journal notebook just remember to have fun enjoy the process create something amazing and
always remember you are awesome who is creative kid creative kid is dedicated to building and
enhancing creativity in children all over the world there is nothing more amazing than childlike wonder
we believe every child has an awesome story to create that s why we develop creative notebook
technology to enhance cultivate and build creativity in children all over the world we have a large ever
growing selection of journals notebooks blank comic books and more for artistic children the perfect gift
for any occasion parties birthdays holidays school events just because scroll up and click buy to grab
your copy today
Diary of an Awesome Kid 2017-06-07 you are awesome 100 page creative diary journal notebook for
kids you are the creator of your life story with this handy book you can be the writer illustrator and main
character too this is the perfect notebook for creative kids that love to write and doodle this is an
excellent paperback journal for keeping up with life s memories taking notes jotting down ideas or
writing creative stories the only limit is your imagination also features a do it yourself table of contents
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for quick referencing 7x10 inches 26 light lines per page 100 pages on white paper perfect for journaling
list making doodling or anything else high quality matte cover for a professional finish do it yourself
table of contents for bookmarking highlights why should kids keep a journal or diary daily writing allows
you to explore your own thoughts ideas and topics in a safe way without the worry of what others think
journals are great for expressing thoughts and feelings about anything on your mind they are also great
for enhancing creativity young writers can build confidence with writing you can also have fun and
create your own stories and cartoons in your very own blank journal if you enjoying creative journaling
doodling drawing or creating characters or comics you can create your own diary of a wimpy kid style
book and show it off to your friends this is a super fun journal for kids no matter what you decide to do
with your journal notebook just remember to have fun enjoy the process create something amazing and
always remember you are awesome who is creative kid creative kid is dedicated to building and
enhancing creativity in children all over the world there is nothing more amazing than childlike wonder
we believe every child has an awesome story to create that s why we develop creative notebook
technology to enhance cultivate and build creativity in children all over the world we have a large ever
growing selection of journals notebooks blank comic books and more for artistic children the perfect gift
for any occasion parties birthdays holidays school events just because scroll up and click buy to grab
your copy today
Diary Of Eva 2019-10-15 110 page diary journal notebook personalized for everyone search by ucard
and your name you are the writer of your life s journey stories with this handy book you are the writer
editor illustrator director and main character too this is the perfect notebook for kids and adults that
love to write and doodle this is an excellent paperback matte finish journal for keeping up with life s
memories taking notes jotting down ideas or writing creative stories 6x9 inches 110 pages on white
paper perfect for journaling list making doodling or anything else high quality matte cover for a
professional finish why should one keep a journal or diary daily writing allows you to explore your own
thoughts ideas and topics in a safe way without the worry of what others think journals are great for
expressing thoughts and feelings about anything on your mind they are also great for enhancing
creativity young writers can build confidence with writing you can also have fun and create your own
stories and cartoons if you enjoying doodling and drawing you can create your own diary drawing book
and show it off to your friends no matter what you decide to do with your journal notebook just
remember to have fun enjoy the process create something amazing we have a large ever growing
selection of journals notebooks blank comic books and more for artistic individuals the perfect gift for
any occasion parties birthdays holidays school events scroll up and click buy to grab your copy today
Diary Of Brenda 2019-10-08 110 page diary journal notebook personalized for everyone search by ucard
and your name you are the writer of your life s journey stories with this handy book you are the writer
editor illustrator director and main character too this is the perfect notebook for kids and adults that
love to write and doodle this is an excellent paperback matte finish journal for keeping up with life s
memories taking notes jotting down ideas or writing creative stories 6x9 inches 110 pages on white
paper perfect for journaling list making doodling or anything else high quality matte cover for a
professional finish why should one keep a journal or diary daily writing allows you to explore your own
thoughts ideas and topics in a safe way without the worry of what others think journals are great for
expressing thoughts and feelings about anything on your mind they are also great for enhancing
creativity young writers can build confidence with writing you can also have fun and create your own
stories and cartoons if you enjoying doodling and drawing you can create your own diary drawing book
and show it off to your friends no matter what you decide to do with your journal notebook just
remember to have fun enjoy the process create something amazing we have a large ever growing
selection of journals notebooks blank comic books and more for artistic individuals the perfect gift for
any occasion parties birthdays holidays school events scroll up and click buy to grab your copy today
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